BRING COLOUR TO YOUR COURT WITH MAPECOAT TNS COLORIZER
Limitless personalisation with this innovative online tool by Mapei

Milano, 29th June 2021 – Would you like to play on a green tennis court like the one at Wimbledon?
Or a blue one like at the Australia Open? Or even powder pink to really break with tradition?
Thanks to the online tool MAPECOAT TNS COLORIZER, available on the Mapei website, you can
create your own playing surface to simulate the colours typically used in arenas that host the most
important international tournaments, or even create truly original patterns and combinations. In
fact, with this new free tool from the Mapei Sports System Technology division, you can now
personalise the colour scheme for your sports surface without limits: the playing area, the borders
around the court, even the lines.
Designed to simplify the work of architects, engineers and designers, and to give the managers of
sports facilities an image of how the various combinations will look, the tool is fun to use and gives
all sports fans the chance to design their very own sports surface according to personal taste.
MAPECOAT TNS COLORIZER is an intuitive tool and isn’t limited to just tennis: choose from 13
different sports, such as tennis, basketball, volleyball, skating, paddle-ball and athletics, and 36
different colours. Choose from Melbourne Blue, Swiss Red, London Green, Paris Red and Sydney
Blue, or even more unusual colours such as Pink or Powder Pink, Sea Blue or Forest Green.
What is more, if you wish to personalise your colour scheme, you can also use the ColorMap
automatic colouring system.
Thanks to the overhead and 3-D views available, you also get an overall view of the court from many
different angles and its general context within a typical setting.
For more inspiration you can also take a look at some of our most recent projects, such as the
Lubrano Tennis Academy, Gruppo Sportivo Scaltenigo GSS, the We PlayGround Together basketball
court, the Ottavio Bottecchia Velodrome or the Waverley District Netball Association.
MAPECOAT TNS SYSTEM is a reference for architects, designers, engineers and those who run and
manage sports facilities and clubs. The system consists of cutting-edge solutions to create indoor
and outdoor sports surfaces, either brand new or to recoat existing surfaces, and may even be used
as a permanent solution or just for temporary events. Perfect surfaces from both a performance and
safety perspective combined with comfort and aesthetics, for long-lasting surfaces resistant to all
weather conditions.
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